
SAP® Integration
ImageSite integrates with SAP by providing easy access for viewing and printing of 

documents..  ImageSite works in tandem with SAP to provide secure, on-demand 

viewing and batch printing of documents for non-designers and purchasing users.  

Using their SAP interface, users can search for specific documents and drawings 

and launch their web browser to view images or send documents for printing 

worldwide.  Documents can by published to any ImageSite extranet server making 

them available to vendors or contractors needing access outside the company 

network.

ImageSite can be configured for multiple channels with SAP and KPro (SAP’s 

document repository) ensuring adequate throughput is achieved.  ImageSite  

provides access control and authentication to ensure users have the appropriate 

level of access (including viewing and printing) to sensitive documents.  Because 

ImageSite streams images as a web server, viewer files are never downloaded to a 

user machine or stored on local disk.  This highly secure control safeguards 

information from being directly accessed, ensuring security of confidential and 

export-controlled documents.  

• Searching is simple and intuitive, 
allowing casual users easy 
access to needed documents 
from their familiar SAP interface.

• Deployment and expansion are 
is simple as no client software is 
needed and single sign-on with 
SAP makes it seamless to the 
user.

• Easily to view and manage a 
large quantity of print requests 
simultaneously. 

• Streaming raw information from 
the ImageSite web server makes 
data highly secure and avoids a 
security vulnerability.

• Publishing to an “extranet,” 
ImageSite facilitates tight control 
over vendor access, with 
documents expiring after given 
periods.

• Provides server-based printing 
and plotting, including set 
processing, plot labels, 
watermarks, and publishing to 
PDF.

• A single viewer for display and 
printing of all file types.

Benefits
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Solution

Users are able to quickly view or print multiple documents and images, using their 

web browser, without the need to download them.

ImageSite stores all accessed documents in a local cache for enhanced view and 

print performance while ensuring the most recent version is displayed or printed.

ImageSite’s extranet servers provide tight control over documents for external 

vendors and automatically removes files after the configurable period.

In addition, multiple channels are established between SAP and ImageSite allowing 

throughput levels to be configured.

ImageSite can also be configured to link between multiple environments (e.g., 

production and development) allowing for easy testing or upgrade before 

committing to production.
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